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1. Introduction
A generalized sequence space A(E), as defined below (section 2), is
built up out of a locally convex space E and a perfect sequence space A.
E, F being locally convex spaces, A, L1 perfect sequence spaces and
[ : E --+ F, g: A --+ L1 linear mappings, we examine the existence and the
properties of the induced mapping h : A(E) --+ L1(F). In section 3 we deal
with the special case g=IdA , in section 4 with the case t=IdE , the general
case (section 5) being a combination of the preceding ones.
In section 6 the action of a perfect sequence space on exact sequences
of locally convex spaces is investigated.
The final section treats of the "approximation-property", stated by
GROTHENDIECK in (3), for generalized sequence spaces.
Propositions 8.a. and 15.a. can be formulated for locally convex spaces.
The restriction to Banach spaces is due to the fact that the nuclear spaces,
including most of the concrete locally convex non-normable spaces, are
treated apart.
2. Notations
The symbols defined in this section will be used throughout the paper
in the same sense.
A is a perfect sequence space with ex-dual space A * and with elements
ex= (exi).
The symbol en stands for the sequence with 1 on the n-th place and
O's elsewhere.
On A we suppose to be defined a normal topology of 9'-convergence,
admissible for the dual pair (A , A*).
A fundamental system of zero-neighbourhoods in A is given by the sets
The 9'-topology on A can also be determined by the seminorms
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In particular, the natural t op ology on A is determined by the seminorms
p,,({3) = k=l ItXn{3nl, tX E .1*.
We write A~ for the space A with t he natural topology. Other perfect
sequence spaces will be denoted by the sy mbols Ll (resp . F) and they
will have topologies of or-convergence (resp. <??I-convergence ).
E is (unless stated otherwise) a locally convex Hausdorff space. Its
topology is a topology of JI-convergence , where the family JI consist s
of the equicontinuous subse ts of the top ological dual E' of E.
To every M E JI corresponds a conti nuo us seminorm PM on E , given by
PM(X)= SUPa EM I( x, a)l·
Other locally convex spaces will be denoted by F (resp. 0) and they will
have topologies of .A/-convergenc e (resp . 19-convergence). The generalized
sequence space A(E) is defined by
A (E) = {(Xn )[Xn E E and fTM E JI: (PM(Xn)) E A},
where (xn ) stands for the sequen ce (Xl, X 2, • . . , X n , ... ). On A(E) a locally
convex Hausdorff t opology is defined by the fundamental system of
neighbourhoods
VS,M= {(xn)I(P,H(Xn)) ESO}, S E f/ , ME JI .
This topology can also be determined by the seminorms
Finally the symbol A(Eu) will den ote t he space of sequences (xn ) , X n E E ,
that are weakly in A . I.e.
A (Eu ) = { (xn)lxn E E and ( xn, a») E A for a ll a E E' }.
Clearly A (E ) C A(Eu ) '
Further explanation a bout the preceding notions can be found in (I)
Ch. I and 2.
3. Linear mappings A(E) -+ A(F )
3.1. PROPOSITION I:
a. If the linear mapping I: E -+ OF is cont in uous, it induces a continuous
linear mapping
/: A(E) -+ A(F) : (xn) -+ (f(x n)).
b. If E and F are Banach spaces and T/: P' -+ E' is the transpose of I,
then the transpose T/ of / has the property:
'I-" .A * (F ' ) -+ A* (E').
c. If A , E and F are Banach spaces, then 1//1/ = 11/1/.
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PROOF :
a. If (Xn ) E A(E) and ME vii , then (PM(Xn )) E A. Now , f being con-
tinuous, for all N E.At there ex ists an element 111 E vii such that
PN(f(X))<:P,'IJ (X) for all x E E. Hence (PN(f(Xn )) ) E A for a ll N E.At, or
(f(xn ) ) E A(F) . Further , if S E Y , N E.At and M is as above , we have:
PS,N((f(Xn)))= PS((PN(f (Xn)))<:PS((PM(Xn))= PS,M((Xn)),
which proves the continuity of f.
b. Since E and F are Banach spaces we have (A(E))' =A*(E') and
(A(F))' =A*(F'). ((1) p . 37). H enc e TJis already a mapping A*(F')~
~ A *(E'). Further, if (xn ) E A (E ) and (an) E A * (F' ), we have, by the
definition of the transpose and using the bilinear forms on the dual pairs
(A(E) , A*(E')) and (A(F), A*(F')), ((1) p . 39):
« xn), ?((an))) = <J((xn)), (an) = k -1 <f (xn), an) =
= k -1 <xn, Tf(an) = <(xn), Cf(an))).
Consequently
TJ=TJ·
c. 11/(x)11 <:11/11·lIxll for all x E E. Hence:
1I1((xn))IIA (F ) = 11 (II/(xn)IDIIA<:11/1·11( lIxnIDIlA= 11/11· II(xn)IIA (E),
and thus is 11111 <:11 /11 ·
On the other hand, E being a topological subspace of A(E) ((1) p. 22),
the mapping I can be considered as the restriction ofJ to the subspace E.
Therefore IIIII <:IIJ1i.
3.2. EXAMPLES
3.2.a. If E is a Banach space, every bounded sequence (Xi) in E de-
termines a cont inuous linear mapping
The sa me sequence determines a continuous linear mapping
3.2.b . Let A.t< be the Kothe space associated to the sequence (X ((4)
p. 414) and let A be any perfect sequence space. Then every matrix (fJin )
satisfying the condition
SUPi 4 -1 IfJin (Xn I < 00,
determines a continuous linear mapping J: A(l1) ~ A(}.",) with
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3.3. Kernel and image 01 the induced mapping j
PROPOSITION 2:
a. Ker j= A(Ker f).
b. Irn j C A(lm f).
Here Ker 1and Im 1are considered as topological subspaces of E and F.
PROOF:
a. Suppose (Xn) E Ker j C A(E).
Then Xn E Ker 1for all n and thus is (xn) E A(Ker f). If (xn) E A(Ker f),
then Xn E Ker 1 for all n and thus is j((Xn)) = O.
b. If (Yn) Elm j, then Yn = I(xn) for all n while (Xn) E "1(E). Hence
(Yn)= j((xn)) = (f(x n)) E A(lm f).
REMARK 1:
The inclusion III b. generally is not an equality. To see this take
I=IdE : E -+- Ea and A=ll.
However we have the following property:
PROPOSITION 3:
Let A, E and F be Frechet spaces and suppose one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
E and F are nuclear spaces,
or
A has the natural topology,
or
A is a nuclear space.
Then every topological epimorphism I: E - F induces a topological
epimorphism J: A(E) - A(F).
PROOF:
Under the above conditions the generalized sequence spaces A(E) and
A(F) can be represented as projective topological tensorproducts: A(E) ~
~ A 0" E and A(F) ~ A 0" F, ((1) p. 54, 56), the isomorphisms being
defined by: (xn) - .k"~1 en 181 Xn ((1) p. 57).
The mapping 1181 I: A 181" E -+- A 181" F is continuous ((10) p. 439), and
the mapping j clearly can be identified with the continuous extension
1 0 I: A 0" E - A 0" F of 1 181 I.
SO the proposition is a special case of a general theorem in the theory
of topological tensorproducts ((10) p. 441).
3.4. An application on quotient spaces
A quotient space of a generalized sequence space is not always a gener-
alized sequence space.
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However we have the following property:
PIWPOSITION 4:
Let E and A be Freohet spaces and suppose one of the following con-
ditions is satisfied:
E is a nu clear space,
or
A has the natural topology ,
or
A is a nuclear space.
Then if F is a closed subspace of E, A(F) is a closed subspace of A(E)
and A(E)jA(F) ,-.., A(EjF).
PIWOF:
That A(F) is a closed subspace of A(E) is proved in (1) p. 23. Let
tp : E --+ EjF be the can onical surject ion .
Then p is a topological epimorphism and hence p induces a t opological
epimorphism ijJ: A(E) --+ A(EjF) (Prop. 3). Since the kernel of ijJ is given
by A (Ker p) (Prop. 2), the proof is complete.
3.5. Mappings induced by mappings 0/ A-type. Absolutely A-summing
operators
Throughout this sect ion E will supposed to be a Banach space. F or
the definition and the prop erti es of the mappings of A-type we refer to
(1) Oh. 6.
LEMMA 1:
Every sequence (Xi) E A(Ea ) determines a continuous linear mapping
1jJ: E' --+ A: a --+ «Xi, a»).
PROOF:
We consider the continuous linear mappings
1jJk : E' --+ A : a-+ 2:=1 <Xi, a) ct, k=l , 2, .. . .
F or every a E E' we have :
((1) p . 9).
The mapping 1jJ is then cont inuous by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem .
PROPOSITION 5:
If A satisfies the condition
(*)
and if [: E --+ A is of A-type, t hen t induces a linear mapping J: A(Ea ) ~
-+ A(A): (xn ) --+ (f(xn )).
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PROOF:
Every mapping t ofA-type has the form:
t(X) = «x, an») with (an) E A(E')
((1) p. 65). If (Xi) E A(E(1)' then the corresponding continuous linear
mapping 'IfJ (lemma 1) induces a mapping
On the other hand we have:
!((Xi)) = (f(Xi)) = ((<Xi, an»)n)i.
Hence !((Xi)) E A(A) by the condition ("),
REMARK 2:
The condition (*) is satisfied in most of the interesting cases such as
A=lp (1 <P 0;;;; (0), A=<p, A=w, A=Kp (Kp=step-space of order p, (2))
and whenever A has the natural topology.
REMARK 3:
Proposition 5 is a generalization of (1) prop. 9, p. 76 where A=lp.
REMARK 4:
Proposition 5 means that if A satisfies the condition (*), every mapping
[: E --+ A of A-type is an absolutely A-summing operator. See (9).
In particular, under the same condition on A, every nuclear operator
from E to A is absolutely A-summing ((1) p. 70).
When A has the natural topology (e.g. if A=ll or if A is any Kothe
step-space) a considerably stronger result can be proved:
PROPOSITION 6:
If A has the natural topology, if [: E --+ A is of A-type and if J is any
perfect sequence space, then t induces a linear mapping.f: J(E(1) --+ J(A):
(xn) --+ (f(xn)).
PROOF:
Since [: E --+ A is of A-type, we have
t(X) = «x, an») with (an) E A(E')
((1) p. 65). Hence if (Xi) E J(E(1)' then !((Xi)) = ((<Xi, an»)n)i.
In order to prove that (f(xd) E J (A) we take fJ E A * and y E J * and
show that
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When omitting the terms in which an = 0 we successively obtain:
~:1 IYil Z:~1 l/lnll(Xi, an)!
= k-1 I/lnillanil Z:1 IYi! I(Xi, an/llanll)1
<:; L:~1 I/lnillanil SUPllbll~1 Z:1 !Yill(Xi, b)l·
Now k=1 I/lnillanil is finite since (1Ianll) E A and /I E .11*, while
sUPllbllO L:1 !)'ill(Xi, b)1 =suPllbll~1 Py(((Xi, b»)),
Py being a seminorm in the natural topology on Ll.
Since the mapping E' --+ Ll : b --+ (Xi, b») is continuous for the natural
topology on Ll (lemma 1), we obtain that sUPllbll~1 py(((Xi, b»))< CXl.
REMARK 5:
Proposition 6 is a generalization of (1) prop. 10 p. 77, where Ll = 11.
REMARK 6:
Proposition 6 means that if A has the natural topology and if Ll is
any perfect sequence space, every mapping f: E --+ A of A-type is an
absolutely zl-summing operator. See (9). In particular, under the same
conditions on A and zl, every nuclear operator from E to A is absolutely
Ll-summing ((1) p. 70).
The following proposition can be considered as an inverse of propo-
sition 5.
PROPOSITION 7:
If A is bomological and reflexive and if the linear mapping f: 11 --+ E
induces a mapping]: .11*(.110 ) --+ A*(E), i.e. if f is absolutely A*-summing,
then f is of A-type.
PROOF:
The sequence (en)n is an element of .11*(.110 ) , for if (3 E .11*, then the
sequence (en, /1»)=/1 is in .11*.
Consequently if we put f(en)=xn E E, the sequence (xn) is in A*(E),
and this means that f: .11--+ E is of A-type ((1) p. 65).
REMARK 7:
Proposition 7 generalizes (1) prop. 11 p. 78 where .11= 1p.
3.6. EXAMPLES
3.6.a. A linear mapping f: 1r --+ 1p: en --+ cxn with
is of 1p:type ((1) p. 86).
Hence such a mapping is an absolutely 1p-summing operator.
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3.6.b. Let K be the Kothe step-space associated to the sequences )Ii,
j = 1,2, .. , ((4) p. 422).
A linear mapping [: Co -+ K: en -+ IXn with
((1) p. 86).
Hence t is absolutely zl-summing for every perfect sequence space zl ,
3.6.c. Since the matrix (lXii) with lXii=1 and lXij=O if i#j is not in
the spaces Z2(CO) and Z2(ZOO), the natural injections [: Z2 -+ Co and g: 12 -+ ZOO
are not of 12-type ((1) p. 65).
Hence, by proposition 7 they are not absolutely 12-summing. (These
examples are discussed in (8) p. 337).
4. Linear mappings A(E) -+ Ll(E)
4.1. PROPOSITION 8:
Let E be a Banach space.
Then: a. Every continuous linear mapping g: A -+ Ll : en -+ IXn with
C'in ;;, 0 for all i and all n, induces a continuous linear mapping g: A(E) -+
-+ Ll(E): (x n) -+ ( L:~1 XnlXin).
b. If'g: Ll * -+ A * is the transpose of g, then the transpose 7:g of g
has the property:
'g='g: Ll*(E') -» Ll*(E').
c. If A and zl are also Banach spaces, then 11§l1 = Jlgil.
PROO:F:
a. The mapping g, as defined above, exists.
We have indeed for all i: II L:~1 XnlXinll < L:~l IlxnlllXin and also, since
(1Ixnll) E A: g((llxnll))=( L:~l IlxnlllXin) ELl. Hence
The linearity of g is evident.
Finally, for every T E:T there exists, by the continuity of g, an element
S E Y such that the corresponding seminorms PT and Ps satisfy the
condition:
Consequently
which proves the continuity of g.
b. If (Xn) E A(E) and if (ai) E (Ll(E))' =Ll*(E') ((1) p. 37), we obtain,
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using the bilinear forms on the dual pairs (A(E) , A *(E')) and (Ll(E) , .1*(E'))
((1) p. 39) :
« Xn), Tg((at))) = <g((x n)), (elf) =
=«k -l XnIXtn), (at) = L:I k =1 IXtn(xn, at).
This series converges absolutely.
We have indeed :
L:l 4~1 1\tn l<x n, at) 1<; ~l k~l i\t"llx"II ·lIatll =
= L:l lIatll k~l lXtnllxn!l < oo,
since (lIatll) ELl * and g(( lIxnll))= (k~l lXtnllxnll)t E .J. Therefore , for all
(xn ) E A (E) :
« Xn), Tg((at}) = k-l ~': i 1Xtn<:rn, at) =
= 4~1 <x" , ~:l IXtat) = « xlI) ' Tg((at ))) .
c. Ilg((xn))lld(E)=I I( 4=1 XnIXt/l )lId(E)=1(11 k -I XnlXtnll) lLJ
<; II( k -l IIxn ll IXt ll )lId = Ilg((II;Lnli) )IL1
<; IlglI ·II(llxnlJ)ILI= IIgll ·lI(xnHIt1 (El>
and thus is [igil<; Ilgll.
To prove the converse inequality, we take in E an element :t with
norm 1 and consider the subspace K = {IXxl1\ E A } of A(E) .
Th e spaces K and A ar e isometric and g can be cons idered as the
restricti on of (j t o K. Therefore IIgll <; IIgli .
PROPOSITION 9:
If E is a nuclear locally convex space, then every continuous linear
mapping g: A -+ .J : en -+ !Xn induces a continuous linear mapping
PROOF:
Since E is nu clear the generalized sequen ce spaces A (E ) and Ll(E) can
be represented as completed to pological te nsorproduets :
((1) p. 56), the isomorphisms being defined by:
ip : A(E) - )- A 0" E: (Xn ) -+ k -I en 0 xn
and
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The continuous linear mapping
g@I:A®nE---+iJ ®nE:cx@x---+g(cx)@x,
((10) p. 439) can be extended to a continuous linear mapping
g ® 1: A ®n E ---+ iJ ®n E.
We then define the mapping g by: g='IjJ-1 0 (g ® 1) 0 cpo So g is already
a continuous linear mapping from A(E) to iJ(E), and
g((Xn)) = ('IjJ-1 0(g @ 1)) ( k~l en @ xn) ='IjJ-1 ( !:~1 cxn @ xn) =
= k~l Xn cxn = ( !:~1 Xn CXin),
since
'IjJ( !:~1 xnCXn)= (!:~1 'IjJ(xncxn)) = !:~1 (.k':1 ei 181 XnCXin) =
= k=l (!~1 CXin ei 181 xn) = k~l (cxn 0 xn).
REMARK 8:
The same argument applies when A and zl are nuclear locally convex
spaces ((1) p. 56).
PROPOSITION 10:
If A and zl have the natural topology, then every continuous linear
mapping g: A ---+ iJ induces a continuous linear mapping
PROOF:
Under these assumptions, the spaces A(E) and iJ (E) can be represented
as projective topological tensorproducts ((1) p. 54) and so the argument
of the proof of proposition 9 can be repeated.
4.2. EXAMPLES
4.2.a. Every element zx EO lq with cxii:> 0 for all i and all j, determines
a continuous linear mapping g:lp(E)---+l1(E), l/p-t-1/q=l, defined by:
t((xn)) = (CXnxn).
4.2.b. Every linear mapping g: l1 ---+ lp: en ---+ cxn with
supn (.k':1 ICXinIP)l/p < 00,
induces a continuous linear mapping g: l1(Ea ) ---+ lp(Ea ) .
(Ea is nuclear: (11) p. 215.)
4.3. Kernel and image at the induced mapping g
LEMMA 2
The mapping g of proposition 8 is still continuous when A and zl have
the natural topology.
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PROOF:
Take Y E ,1* and let Py be the corresponding seminorm for the natural
topology on ,1.
Then:
Now
Hence, if P6 is the seminorm for the natural topology on A corresponding
to 0, we obtain:
which proves the continuity of g: A; -+ ,1;.
PROPOSITION 11
In the three cases, described in propositions 8, 9, 10, the kernel of g
is the closed linear subspace of A(E) spanned by the elements tXX where
x E E and tX E Ker g.
PROOF:
In the case A(E) and ,1(E) have tensorproduct representations (prop.
9, 10) the proposition is an immediate consequence of a general theorem
in the theory of topological tensorproducts ((3) I p. 38).
In the case of proposition 8, the mapping g can be considered as a
linear mapping A(E) = A;(E) -+ ,1~(E)= ,1(E) (lemma 2).
Now the generalized sequence spaces A~(E) and ,1~(E) can be represented
as projective tensorproducts ((1) p. 54).
Hence the above argument also holds in this case.
PROPOSITION 12:
If E is a nuclear space and if g is a topological isomorphism from A
in ,1, then g is a topological isomorphism from A(E) in ,1(E).
PROOF:
This IS again a special case of a result m topological tensorproduct
theory ((10) p. 440).
PROPOSITION 13:
If E is a nuclear space or if A and ,1 have the natural topology, every
topological epimorphism g: A -+ ,1 induces a topological epimorphism g
from A(E) onto a dense subspace of ,1 (E).
The mapping g is surjective whenever A and E are Freehet spaces.
PROOF:
This result is again a special case of a general theorem ((10) p. 441).
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4.4. A generalization 01 a theorem 01 Pelczynski and Szlenk
The natural injection i: l' --+ lp is an absolutely summing operator.
See (5).
This property can be generalized to:
PROPOSITION 14:
The natural injection l1(E) --+ lp(E) is an absolutely summing operator.
PROOF:
Let .L.':l (xni) be a commutatively convergent series in l1(E).
Then, since for all ME 1 the projections
are continuous ((I) p. 17), the series ~1 (pM(Xni ) ) is commutatively
convergent in l1 for all M E 1. The injection i: l1 --+ lp being absolutely
summing, the same series is absolutely convergent in lp. I.e.
!:1 (.2:=1 PM(Xn)P)lIP< 00 for all ME 1.
But this means that the series !:1 (xni) converges absolutely in lp(E).
5. Linear mappings A(E) --+ A (F)
5.1. PROPOSITION 15:
Suppose E and F are Banach spaces.
a. If I: E --+ F and g: A --+ A : en --+ cxn are continuous linear mappings
with CXin :> 0 for all i and all n, then there exists a continuous linear
mapping
h: A(E) --+ A(F): (xn) --+ (.2:=1 I(xn)cxjn).
b. The transposed mappings TI and Tg of I and g induce the mapping 'h:
c. If A and L1 are also Banach spaces, then Ilhll = 11/1I·llgll.
PROOF:
a. This is evident using the diagram:
hA(E)-- -~ L1(F)
f~ /!§
~ /
A(F)
and the propositions La and 8.a.
b. Th=TJ oT{j=1 OTg (prop. I.b and 8.b.)
c. From the diagram in a. and propositions I.e. and 8.c. we already
have Ilhll < 11111'llml = 1I/11·llglI·
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Further, for every 8> 0 :
[iffJ E A with IlfJIIA = 1 and Ilg(fJ)IILl > IIgll- 8,
[ifx E E with Ilxll = 1 and 11/(x)IIF> 11/11- 8.
Therefore, for every s>O there exist fJ E A, [lfJllA = 1 and x E E, IlxlIE= I
such that:
11/11·llgll < Ilg(fJ)IILI ·11/(x)IIF+e.
Now
Ilh(fJx)IILI (F) = 11/(x)· g(fJ)IILI (F) = 11/(x)IIF '1Ig(fJ)IILI <; Ilhll·llfJxIlA(E).
Hence, e being arbitrary, we have
11/11·llgll<llhll·
PROPOSITION 16:
If E and F are nuclear spaces and is I: E -+ F and g: A -+ LI : en -+ iXn
are continuous linear mappings, then there exists a continuous linear
mapping
PROOF:
Same as for proposition 15.a.
REMARK 9:
The same proposition holds if A and LI have the natural topology or
if A and LI are nuclear.
5.2. Kernel and image 01 the induced mapping h
PROPOSITION 17:
In the cases described in propositions 15, 16 and remark 9, the kernel
of h is the closed linear subspace of A(E) spanned by the elements of
the form IXX where IX E Ker g or x E Ker I.
PROOF:
Same as for proposition 11.
PROPOSITION 18:
If E and F are nuclear spaces and if I (resp. g) is a topological iso-
morphism from E (resp. A) in F (resp. LI), then the induced mapping h
is a topological isomorphism from A(E) in LI(F).
PROOF:
From (10) p. 440.
21 Tndagationes
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In the cases described in proposition 16 and remark 9 we have finally,
again as a special case of a general theorem ((10) p. 441):
PROPOSITION 19:
If ! and g are topological epimorp hisms then h is a topological epi-
morphism from A(E) onto a dense subspace of ,1(F).
The mapping h is surjective whenever A and E are Freohet spaces.
5.3. Compact mappings
PROPOSITION 20:
Let E , F, A and ,1 be Banach spaces.
If [ : E -J>- F and g : A -J>- ,1 (with g(en )=lXn and Vi , Vj: lXtn > O) are
compact linear mappings, then the induced mapping h : A (E ) -J>- ,1 (F) is
also compact.
PROOF:
If B = {(xn)l lI(xn)IIA(E) ';;;; l }, t hen the mapping h will be compact if
the set
is relatively compact in ,1 (F) .
I.e. if
a) the set Pk(h(B)) = {4 -1!( Xn)lXkn!(Xn) E B} is relatively compact in
F for all k and
b) the set P(h(B)) = {(II4 =1! (xn)lXtnll)l(xn) E B} is relatively compact
in ,1. ((1) p. 27)
Proof of a)
Since the serie s 4 -1 lXknllXnl1converges for all k we have:
4=1 !(xn) lXkn=!( 4 =1 XnlXkn).
The mapping! being compact, it suffices to prove that the set
{ k =1 X lI lXknl(xn) E B}
is bounded in E .
Now,
SUp(x,, )EBIl k =1 Xn lXkn ll<: sUP(X,,)EB k-l IIxnlllXkll
<:SUPIIPIIA<;;; 1k -l IPnllXk ll •
The value 4 =1 IPnllXkn is the k-t h co-ordinate of the sequence g(IPD =
= ( k-l IPnllXtn).
H ence
since g is continuous.
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Proofofb):
So, if we put
then
P(h(B)) c Ilfll·K.
Consequently it is left to show that the set K is relatively compact in L1
((1) p. 27).
But K =g(L) with L= {(Ilxnll)I (xn) E B}.
Hence K is relatively compact in il, L being bounded in A ((1) p. 25)
and g being a compact mapping.
5.4. Nuclear mappings
We know that every mapping:
f: 1p -?- 11: en -?- IXn
with
is nuclear.
This property can be extended to spaces of matrices as follows:
PROPOSITION 21:
Every matrix (lXin) satisfying the conditions:
determines a nuclear mapping
PROOF:
Proposition 15 guarantees the existence of a continuous linear mapping
h: 1p(lp) -?- 11(l1}, defined by:
h((f3nm)) = ( .2:=1 f(f3nm)lXimh = ( .2:~1 k-l IXjn f3n mlXim)ij.
In order to prove that the mapping h is nuclear, we first observe that
the series .2:=1 k~1 IXjnf3nmlXim converges absolutely for all i ad all j.
We have indeed:
.2:~1 k~1 IXjnlf3nmllXim
<: .2:=llXim(( ~:-1 (lXjnlq)lIq . (k=1 lf3nml p )lIP)
=( k=1 IlXjnlq )lIq • .2:~llXim( .2:-1 lf3nmIP)lIP<oo,
since (CXin)n E 1q and (f3nm) E 1p(lp).
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Now, using the bilinear form of the du al pair (lp(lp), lq(lq)) ((1) p. 39),
we obtain :
h((f3nm)) = ( 4-1 IXj n~-1 f3nm IXtm)tj
= ( k-l IXjn«(f3nm), (IXtm ) }t, j
= ((f3nm), (lXjnlXtm) )tj .
If the symbol etj stands for the matrix (us. t) with Utj= 1 and us.t = O for
s i= i or t i= j, this result can be given the form :
So the mapping h already has the form of a nuclear mapping and h
actually is nu clear, as
~-l IIlXjn IXtm lhQ(lQ) ·Iletjll/' (I ') =
= (~=l IlXjnlXimlq)lIq = (~~l !lXtmlq It':l IlXjn lq)lIq
((7) p. 44) .
6. E xact sequences
PROPOSITION 22 :
Suppose
o --+ELF L G--+ O
o --+ A L ,1L F --+O
are exact sequences, the spaces E, F , G, A , ,1 , F being Frechet spa ces
and the arrows standing for topological homomorphisms. From these the
following exact sequences can be deduced , thc ar rows still standing for
topological homomorphisms:
a. if the sequence spaces have the natural t opology:
A (F ) --+ A(G) --+ 0
A (F ) --+ ,1 (F) --+ 0
A(F ) --+ ,1 (G) --+ 0,
b. if the spaces E , F , G are nuclear :
o--+ A(E) J) A(F) L A(G) --+ 0
o--+ A(E) L ,1 (E) ijJ . F(E) --+ 0
c. if the sequence spaces are nuclear :
o--+ A(E ) J ) A(F) L A(G) --+ 0
o--+ A(E) L ,1 (E) ijJ ) F(E) --+ O.
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PROOF:
a. Propositi ons 3, 13, 19.
b.
and
°--+ A(E) --+ A(F), A(F) --+ A(G) --+ °
0 --+ A (E ) --+ L1(E), A(E) --+ L1 (E ) --+ °
are immediate consequences of preceding propositions. So it is left to
prove that 1mj= Ker g, Im ijJ = K er iji. To prove the first equality, we
observe that
Hence,
Imj=lm (1 °f)=A 0" Imt ((10) p. 441)
=A 0" Ker g
= A(Ker g)= Ker g (prop. 2).
The proof of Im ijJ = Ker iji is analogous.
c. Same proof as for b.
7. The approximation-property tor generalized sequence spaces
We know that the space A has the approximat ion-property ((I) p. 49).
For generalized sequence spaces we have :
PROPOSITION 23 :
The genera lized sequence space A(E) has the approximation-property
whenever E does.
PROOF:
We have t o prove that, on every compact subset of A(E), the identity
J: A(E) --+ A (E) can be approximated by continuous linear mappings of
finite rank ((3) 1 p . 165).
Supposing e> °and K C A (E ) to be compact, we consider the linear
mappings
h: A (E ) --+ A(E) : (xn) --+ (Xl, X2, .. ., Xh, 0, 0, . . .), h= 1, 2, . . . .
The sequence of mappings {h} converges pointwise to the mapping I
((1) p. 21) and it is equicont inuous ((1) p. 20). Therefore the sequence
{h } converges uniformly to I on K. I. e.
(*) if S E !J7 and M E vi( then there exists an index ho such that
V( Xn) E K: p s, M(I((xn» -ho((xn») < e/2.
The mapping I ho can be written in the form
Iho((Xn» = (i(Xl), i (x2), ... , i (Xho), 0, 0, .. .)
where i denotes tho identity on E .
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On the other hand, the projections Pk : A(E) -+ E: (Xn) -+ Xk, being
continuous ((1) p. 17), the set
L= U~'~l Pk(K)
is compact in E.
Hence, on L, the identity i can be approximated by continuous linear
mappings of finite rank. Le.
(**) VM E vIt, Vd >O, {ifg E -+ E, g bein g linear, continuous and of finite
rank, such that: Vx E L : PM(i(x) -g(x)) < d.
Let d be given by
d= e
2·ho· sup {IO'kII O' ES, k= 1, . .. , ho}
where S is as in ("),
Corresponding to this choice of d and to the M chosen in (*), there
exists a mapping g: E -+ E satisfying (**).
We now consider the continuous linear mapping of finite rank:
Then:
ps,M(ho((xn)) -J((xn))) =
=Ps(pM(i(Xl)-g(Xl)) , . . . , PM(i(Xho)- g(Xho)' 0,0, ...)<
< Ps( LZ'~l ek) by (**).
Since PS(ek) = sup {IO'kI IO' E S}, we obtain :
Ps ,M(Iho((xn)) -J((xn))) < 8/2.
Finally:
PS,lIf(I(( xn)) -J((xn)))
<Ps ,M(I ((xn))-lho((xn))) + Ps, M(I ho((Xn)) -J((xn)))
<e/2+e/2= 8.
'l'iideliik Math. Instit uut Budapestlaan
De Uithof, Utrecht.
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